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Advisor Credentials
Advisors that work referrals from our Financial Wellness Platform follow 

the Fiduciary Standard. This requires advice to be provided in the best 

interest of the client.

Vetting Process
The advisor selected to be a part of the Pathwise Group 

team has passed & demonstrated competency in the 

following:

Disclosures

Criminal history

Judgement/liens

A background check

Utilization of the 5 pillars of financial planning

Completed full training of Pathwise Group process

Years in the industry

Signed agreements including confidentiality and privacy 

standards





Triage & Appointments

In order to match the individual with the correct level of 
financial professional we triage. This will ensure an efficient 

system and a quality outcome for the individual.

Each person is unique. Some have a specific area of concern 
and need a solution based agent and others have complexities 
and may require a Certified Financial Planner for full planning 

support. 



The 5 Key Areas is a Foundation for 

the Pathwise Group Planning Model

Our holistic planning process encompasses all 5 areas.





Year Round Support

Our financial advisor team is available year round to support 
the employees during open-enrollment, qualifying events, 
onboarding of new employees, new product launches and 

more. 





FAQs

All our advisors are connected under the same Advisory Group, Elevated Capital 

Advisors, Registered Investment Advisor, who has oversight and compliance 

responsibilities for their advisory services.

I know most are independent advisors, how are you all 
connected?

Through our process we have found that 30% of employees book a meeting to receive 

financial support. Each employee's needs vary from a simple solution (need long term 

care) to a complex solution (need full planning).

In your process, there is not a fee for the employee to meet 
with an advisor. Why do they participate and help if they 
aren't getting paid per case?

To ensure efficiency, we triage the employee and match their need to the correct level of 

financial professional. A simple solution based client needs an qualified advisor to meet 

the needs of one employee, while another may need a Fiduciary Advisor (Certified 

Financial Planner) for holistic full planning. 

We have projected time averages for the meetings with clients (reviewing their 

questions/concerns, solving their problems, or completing full planning). The cost of their 

time is covered with the platform fee. That revenue covers costs associated with the year-

round access to all the features, including education and access to an advisor. We do not 

charge more for our platform if your employees end up accessing us more than we 

projected.

No. We are fiduciary driven and only make recommendations in the best interest of the 

client. If, through our assessment process and meeting with a client, we identify a gap in 

their financial planning we may recommend a product. There is never a requirement of 

an employee to purchase anything our advisors recommend. 

Do you require employees to purchase a product as a part of 
your service?



FAQs

All our advisors are are paid a salary. This position is hired to educate and advise 

clients using a holistic financial planning process. Commissions on products are paid 

to the Pathwise Group Company. If commissions are shared with advisors it will only 

average about 10% of their annual salary. Since our model is fiduciary and for the 

best interest of the client, we do not use commissions to build base salaries from 

amount of product sales.

How are the advisors paid? Salary or commissions?

Is the employer or benefit consultant responsible for the 
financial planning service? What is the process for 
compliance? 

No, the advisory firm and RIA are. Once an employee voluntarily engages with an 

advisor, that relationship is then monitored and ensured to follow compliance rules 

and regulations. The compliance rules and regulations our advisors follow is 

monitored by the RIA from which they are operating under. We, and our industry, 

take compliance very seriously. The employer or benefit consultant is never 

responsible for monitoring or management of advisor compliance. 

Are employees required to engage during a certain window 
to receive employer sponsored advisory services?

No, our employer sponsored financial wellness platform, education, assessment, 

engagement and advisory services are available year round whenever the employee 

feels it is the right time to meet. 


